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How To Fold A Pocket
Fold the pocket square or handkerchief in half vertically. Grab the tips of the left side of your pocket
square and fold them over to the right side. Fold the bottom part up. With your pocket square
folded in half vertically, you want to now fold the bottom portion of your square about ⅔ the way
up.
5 Ways to Fold a Pocket Square - wikiHow
How to Fold a Two-Point Pocket Square. 2. Fold the bottom corner up and instead of matching it
perfectly to the top corner, leave it slightly to the left. 3.Fold the left corner about two-thirds of the
way over to the right, then bring the right corner over that fold so it meets the new left edge of the
pocket square.
How to Fold a Pocket Square - The Knot
Having a discussion on the “proper” ways to fold a pocket square is somewhat of an exercise in
missing the point. While it’s true that folding a handkerchief requires a certain level of care similar
to tying a tie, the whole point is to look unstudied, unfussy, and natural.
How To Fold A Pocket Square: 6 Easy Folds For Any Situation
A Note on Folding Pocket Squares. The Puff and Reverse Puff are equally simple to style but add a
bit more organic, unpredictable flair. If you’re into precision, peaked folds like The Three Peaks, The
Winged Peak and the Angled Peaks will serve you well. If you’re looking for more of a challenge,
The Rose and The Stairs folds will help take your pocket square to the next level.
How To Fold a Pocket Square | Different Pocket Square ...
The square fold is the pocket square at its most basic: crisp, clean, and elegant. In its finished form,
it appears as a single horizontal band of fabric parallel to the top of the breast pocket. Use this
pocket square fold when you want maximum formality and understated elegance. #2. One Point
Fold Pocket Square
How To Fold A Pocket Square - realmenrealstyle.com
The Only 5 Pocket Square Folds You Need to Know. There are many ways to fold a pocket square
and we’ve seen them all, from the uptight “TV fold” with its rigid 90-degree angles that make it look
more like a piece of looseleaf paper in your pocket to the flamboyant, my-jacket-just-threw-uppaisleys look.
How to Fold a Pocket Square - 5 Pocket Square Folds ...
2. How to Fold a Pocket Square: The Presidential Fold. This is a variation on the classic fold, with no
seams showing for an even cleaner look. This one generally gets tucked down further into your
pocket to create a thin band of color.
How to: Fold a Pocket Square | Man Made DIY | Crafts for Men
Fold your pocket square in half twice so that it forms a four and one-half inch square. Lay it on a flat
surface with one corner pointing up and one corner pointing down, like a diamond shape. Fold the
bottom corner up so it sits on the left of the top corner, to form what looks like two mountain peaks
sitting side by side.
How to fold a pocket square (or handkerchief) for a suit ...
A step by step guide on how to fold a pocket square. Learn how to do five 5 pocket square folds,
including the classic, pesko, puff, crown, and flower.
How To Fold a Pocket Square - He Spoke Style
Start out by laying the pocket square on a flat surface. Fold one corner in so that you get two
overlapping triangles. Fold one side of the triangle in. Do the same on the opposite side. Finally
place the pocket square in your jacket’s pocket.
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How to Fold a Pocket Squares | Tie-a-Tie.net
Folding pocket squares for suits. Three Stairs Fold How To fold a hankerchief for a suit I will show
you as many ways to fold a pocket square as humanly possible. Subscribe for Pocket Squares ...
How To Fold a Pocket Square - Three Stairs Fold
Here’s how to fold it. Lay the pocket square flat. Pinch the middle of the fabric, allowing the folds to
come in naturally. With one hand firmly holding the pocket square, use your other hand to gently
gather it together. Now gracefully gather up the bottom of the pocket square. Place it in your suit.
How to Correctly and Easily Fold A Pocket Square | The Art ...
From the ornate four peak to the crisp presidential, there’s a fold suitable for any occasion, be it
casual, formal, or somewhere in between. Here’s twelve ways to fold your pocket square ...
12 Ways To Fold A Pocket Square | Ties.com
Fold one side corner halfway in toward the center of the handkerchief. Fold the second corner
halfway in to the center. The bottom should now be the shape of your pocket, and the top will have
two corners. Place the folded handkerchief in the suit breast pocket. The two tips should now point
out of the top.
10 Ways to Fold a Handkerchief - wikiHow
To be clear, this article will deal with a whole lot more than how to fold a pocket square. That’s not
to say that learning how to fold a pocket square isn’t important, rather that there’s so much more
to the stylish accessory than proper presentation. Everything from material to texture to patterns
ends up […]
How to Fold a Pocket Square | Man of Many
Learning how to fold a pocket square is a great skill for men and women alike, as this timeless
accessory is hotter than ever. Not only does it make you look elegant and sophisticated, a pocket
square also injects a dash of personality and individual style to your outfit.
How to Fold a Pocket Square | High Quality Mens ...
If you are asking yourself where to start a good beginning has the materials accounted for. Creating
a pocket-fold with a cloth napkin is a fairly minimal operation but it will still be in your favor to be
prepared for the project.
How to Pocket-Fold a Dinner Napkin - The Spruce
The Tie Bar sells pocket squares in silk, cotton, linen and wool fabrics, and has the biggest selection
of pocket squares for every occasion including work and weddings. Pocket Squares are simple and
easy to fold, follow this simple guide and you will be folding a pocket square in no time.
How to Fold a Pocket Square | The Tie Bar
About the Classic Pocket Square Fit for any situation, the Classic fold is a simple, straightforward
rectangle composed of layered edges. It is not essential to keep the edges symmetrical, in fact,
allowing them to layer and fall naturally adds a lively nature to the fold.
How To Fold the Classic Pocket Square | Ties.com
Finally, fold the bottom of the cone back on itself and pop in your pocket with the point facing
upwards. How To Wear It: This versatile one-point fold will work well for business or casual events.
How To Fold A Pocket Square Like A Pro | FashionBeans
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